Cervantes's work is, in short, required reading. It is also mentioned in numerous studies, albeit tangentially. Regarding the English novel, for example, it is cited by Roger Maioli (72, 92) Richetti (153, 213) , meanwhile, turns to translations of the Spanish book in Europe, discussing the plethora of imitations that it gave rise to. Finally, Margaret J. M. Ezell's (75, 381 ) study of English literature includes the Spanish picaresque genre and mentions Cervantes's mark on the plays of Thomas Southerne.
This special issue seeks to highlight Cervantes's impact on other authors, including different artistic media from the novel to the cinema. Don Quixote, like Shakespeare's works, has been translated into more than 100 languages and inspired more than 50 films. Cervantes is credited with inventing the motif of the mismatched and peculiar duo, the delusional knight and Sancho Panza, which has been endlessly replicated in plays, films, stories and sitcoms.
This themed issue offers a selection of works exhibiting the cross-pollination between the works of Cervantes and other cultural creations drawing on the legacy of the famous Spanish Golden Age writer. The articles featured in this issue illustrate Cervantes's "quixotic" impact on such forms of cultural expressions as cinema and literature, and the act of writing itself, covering several geographical areas, ranging from Spain to North America, South America, and England. th anniversary of the publication of Don Quixote Part I, and since then the interest in Cervantes's masterpiece has risen both within and without the academia. Film adaptations of Don Quixote have been produced since the dawn of cinema, and the work has also become a popular focus of academic research. In this article, Ardila lists 68 films and TV productions released in more than 20 countries, with Don Quixote as the main or secondary character. Ardila identifies four different categories or uses of Cervantes's hero: adaptations of the novel, sequels that continue Cervantes's story, imitations that deploy what has been called the "Quixotic myth," and documentaries on Cervantes and his works. Such a variety of "Quixotic films" in so many countries demonstrates that Don Quixote is today one of the most popular literary hero worldwide, particularly in the US, where more Quixotic films were released between 2005 and 2015 than in any other country. Ardila also discusses the many difficulties involved in adapting Cervantes's novel to film, noted by countless critics and filmmakers. Curiously, he observes that only nine of the 68 films surveyed are adaptations of the novel, noting that most of these adaptations retell the novel from a particular point of view, or for a particular audience, such as children.
Through a nuanced analysis of G. W. Pabst's first complete sound film featuring Don Quixote, Adventures of Don Quixote (1933) , at the intersection between Renaissance ideas and the tortuous transit to Enlightenment, Esther Sánchez-Pardo's "Don Quixote's Quixotic Trauma Therapy: A Reassessment of Cervantes's Canonical Novel and Trauma Studies" situates Don Quixote at the critical conjuncture between a humanistic worldview, fraught with the problems of capitalist market expansion, and the critique of rationality that the Frankfurt School expressed years later in their revisionist agenda. Even if mechanically reproduced works of art precipitated the demise of the Benjaminian aura, Don Quixote took on an aura in accordance with modern times through its filmic representation in early silent and sound films like those of Pabst (1933 ), Gil (1947 and Kosinstev (1957) . In Sanchez-Pardo's view, the knight's auratic quality came to be associated with Spain and with the Spanish character and ethos. Nevertheless, throughout the history of its reception, Don Quixote was barely invoked as an icon in the process of national formation. Sánchez-Pardo refers to Roland Barthes's rich semiological analysis in which myth, in its transformation of meaning into form, operates in Literature (Don Quixote, The Odyssey), which in Barthes' view is "an undoubted[ly] mythical system" (134). Barthesian analysis accords with the Frankfurt School's criticality arguing that belief is inherent in myth and that "bourgeios ideology yields . . . an unchangeable nature" (142). Upon its entry into the capitalist world market, art lost its distinctive identity and individuality and became reproducible. Simultaneously, the idea of the audience's autonomy is simply an illusion, manipulated, as it usually is, by more powerful forces and dominant groups. In Sánchez-Pardo's view, the modernist filmic versions of Don Quixote, and Pabst's remarkable musical piece contribute to the aggrandisement of the mythical character of its hero and thus make him auratic rather than devoid of this mark of authenticity and distinction that is a hallmark of masterpieces.
Erin K. Hogan, in "Don Quixote, Sweded by Michel Gondry in Be Kind Rewind (2008)," examines the quixotic character of Michel Gondry's film Be Kind Rewind (2008) . She conducts an insightful exercise into film and literary criticism, noting major themes and operations in Cervantes's novel that cross over into Gondry's feature. This comparative close reading details how Gondry's work relates to Hollywood and Cervantine classics through the lenses of imperfect cinema (García Espinosa) and Foucaultian semiotics. Hogan's contribution, therefore, offers not only an original perspective on Gondry's feature and independent filmmaking but also teases out the multi-and intercultural aspects of Don Quixote that are pertinent to the film's 21 st -century context and today's diverse Quixote classroom. This analysis demonstrates the contemporary relevance of the first modern novel and indicates some topics worthy of engaged class discussion regarding identity and personal narratives, community cohesion and urban planning, cultural and artistic appropriations and re-contextualization, the representation of people of colour, and the power of the arts in promoting social justice.
Suzanne LaLonde's contribution ("Don Quixote's Quixotic Trauma Therapy: A Reassessment of Cervantes's Canonical Novel and Trauma Studies") presents a non-canonical reading of Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra's masterpiece. With the use of trauma theory lens (from both cultural studies and psychiatry) to understand the pre-Don Quixote character Alonso Quijano, this essay first advances several new arguments as to why Quijano appears to have endured a traumatic experience of ageing. Instead of interpreting his obsessive behaviour as madness, LaLonde argues that he engages in a form of both individual and collective therapy consisting of reading to educate himself about emotions; engaging the body in adventures; listening to others' stories of traumatic suffering; and stimulating "empathic unsettlement" toward others and his previously traumatized self. This article takes an original turn in trauma studies too by putting forward that Quijano's therapy is effective because it addresses the "central dialectic of psychological trauma." He embarks on an imaginative and collective adventure of self-identity, transforming himself into another who is exempt from the traumatic experience; he knows without knowing and speaks without speaking. His trauma therapy occurs outside the reality of trauma or inside the "unreality" of creative expression, and this is how he endures a traumatic experience of ageing Patricia Vilches's contribution ("Cervantes, Lizardi, and the Literary Construction of The Mexican Rogue in Don Catrín de la fachenda") analyses descriptions of nationhood in Don Quixote and Don Catrín de la fachenda by Mexican author José Joaquín Fernández de Lizardi (1776-1827). Published posthumously in 1832, Lizardi's novel deployed chapters and narratives from Cervantes's work and adapted them to the socio-political circumstances of its time. Just as Cervantes had provided glimpses of Spain's struggles as a nation-state, the Mexican author portrayed, within a complex urban space, a decaying colonial order that was steadily giving way to an independent state. Cervantes's text thereby aided the Mexican author as he made local reflections on liberty, patriotism, capitalism, and citizenship. The narration was peppered with picaresque elements and told by a catrin: a vacuous individual more concerned with his attire and prospects of getting rich than being a good citizen. The catrin sought to become, as Nobel laureate Octavio Paz observed in his Laberinto de la soledad (Labyrinth of Solitude) (1959), the "Gran Chingón." Using Don Quixote as a blueprint, Lizardi's novel depicted how Don Catrín's exchanges were subject to social and economic rules that remain very much in place in 21 st -century Mexico (and Latin America). Dragoş Ivana's article entitled "The Politics of Genre and Gender in Tabitha Gilman Tenney's Female Quixotism" deals with the question of female quixotism in a transatlantic context. By focusing on the contextualisation of literature in American politics, it explores female quixotism as an interface between fictional events and the Federalist discourse on which they are predicated. In line with relevant criticism on the topic, the article shows how gender is expressive of the heroine's quixotism. It is taken as an apolitical tool meant to redress or to restore female agency, social mobility, gender and racial equality and abolitionism, and how genre blurs the epistemological boundaries between novel (truth) and romance (fiction), which are used interchangeably with history.
David B. S. Beek's contribution, entitled "Faulkner's Quixotic Picaresque: Carnival, Tricksters, and Rhizomatic Intertextuality in The Reivers," speaks to the confluence of these early modern Spanish literary traditions with William Faulkner's work, and thus, American literature, by extension. Furthermore, this article seeks to juxtapose Cervantes's carnivalesque parody with the parodical nature of the African American folkloric tradition of Signifyin(g). Accordingly, this essay investigates how Cervantes and Faulkner integrate the low culture of folkloric laughter into their novels to subvert the high culture of their respective hegemonies. Few voices would dare to deny that Don Quixote represents not only the first modern novel but also the most seminal one. In the context of literature in English, the influence of Cervantes on some of the most prestigious and influential authors is well known and has been studied extensively. Javier Martín-Párraga's article ("Miguel de Cervantes's Don Quixote and John Barth's The Sot-Weed Factor: A Deconstructive Reading") focuses on the fundamental role that Don Quixote plays as an inspirer of the North American postmodern narrative. To do so, he centres on a study of the novel The Sot Wed Factor, by John Barth. Although Barth is one of the most important postmodern intellectuals, at both the fictional and theoretical levels, the connections between this author and the Spanish genius have not been sufficiently studied until today. This article examines the concepts of "wild writing," as well as the deconstruction of eminently postmodern binary opposites, which Barth carries out following the Cervantine example through a postmodern prism. Finally, worthy of mention is the theoretical framework employed by Martín-Párraga, who revisits such fundamental authors as Jacques Derrida, Paul DeMan and Michel Foucault.
Lania Knight ("Cervantes, the Journey, and What it Tells Us About Becoming a Writer") in clear, precise prose, offers a fresh examination of the path of the writer-Cervantes and others-as a means for understanding how writers develop empathy. At a time when many of us have been falsely lured to political and cultural complacency, Knight argues for the relevance of modern fiction to understanding others. Knight proclaims nothing less than the revolutionary and timely role of the fiction writer to help save us from ourselves amidst the current tumultuous political landscape. His doctoral dissertation will focus on literary and filmic representations of the Conquest and colonialism in the Americas and will consider the effects of the many afterlives of these historical events on marginalised populations in contemporary Anglophone, Hispanophone, and
